Learn how to make eXtended Threat Response (XDR) a reality in your SecOps environment with Cisco SecureX platform.

BRKSEC-2418
Simplify Your Security by Operationalizing the Cisco SecureX Security Platform

BRKSEC-2238
Leveraging Cisco Security APIs for Threat Hunting Based on Automated Alerting and Intel-driven Detections

BRKSEC-2023
SecureX and Firewall Integration

BRKSEC-2005
SecureX All the Things (With Hosted and Remote Relays)

BRKSEC-2014
Deploy Network Security as Code using DevOps

BRKSEC-2141
Arm Your Security Operations Team with SecureX Threat Response

BRKSEC-2142
Demystifying SecureX Orchestration

BRKDEV-2010
DevNet: Development Opportunities with SecureX - How to Build onto the Industry’s Broadest Security Platform